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Drawer Slide Rebrand is Powered by
KV Name and Market Prominence
KV has rebranded three of our drawer slide sub-brands under the Knape &
Vogt name. The medium-duty imports GSlide®, Tru-Trac® and DuriSlide™
now are now sold under the KV brand, extending our good name and the
full range of Knape & Vogt design, manufacturing and service support to
those slides.

Four brands to meet your requirements for
performance and value
The KV® brand is the slide of enduring choice among builders
of premium quality cabinetry, furniture and equipment. The
three KV sub-brands include:

Coming soon!
The Next Evolution in Undermount
Slide Technology
Our best-in-class ball-bearing import slide, manufactured by KV Asia in Taiwan
and favored by cabinet makers with cost sensitive projects.

The next generation of MuV undermount slides, MuV+, is coming soon.
MuV+ 75 lb. class and MuV+ HD 120 lb. class slides raise the bar for
undermount function with a soft close action that is quieter than ever,
smooth operation that is unmatched in the industry and more postinstallation adjustment options.

How MuV+ is so quiet and other new features
An import built for economy and performance aimed at value-conscious
professionals.

KV has redesigned the pivoting latch in our patented soft-close module
with a cushioning polymer that significantly increases sound dampening
for a close that’s almost beyond quiet – making MuV+ arguably the quietest
undermount slide on the market today.
The MuV+ patented soft-close module has been updated to allow
adjustment of the pull-force if needed to maintain that smooth, easy
operation that is unequaled among our competitors.
MuV+ is more flexible and forgiving with three new release levers
for making adjustments on installed drawers.
• The 1D lever offers height adjustment.

An economy grade slide engineered to compete with today’s valuepriced slides.

Knape & Vogt offers a wide variety of ball-bearing, undermount and roller
slides in a range of styles, capacities, lengths and finishes. Purchase:
Through hardware distributors, at retail outlets and online.

• The 2D lever offers side-to-side in addition to height adjustment. For
more side-to-side adjustment, an adjustment float has been integrated
into the rear of the slide member.
• The 3D lever offers height, side-to-side and in-and-out adjustments
to align drawer fronts flush with the cabinet face.
MuV+ and MuV+ HD slides feature other improvements as well, including
bottom mounting holes for flat-surface mounting. These enhancements
only add to MuV’s best-in-industry reputation for economy, stability,
adjustability and flexibility.

New this fall:
8600 Series drawer slide for wider,
deeper drawers
The new 8600 Series is a 150-lb. class heavy-duty slide designed on a ½"
slide profile to accommodate the wide, deep drawers in demand in today’s
residential and commercial furniture markets.
Larger drawers are more and more popular as homeowners seek to use
every bit of available space for storage. Wide, deep drawers can hold almost
anything and everything in the kitchen, prompting a trend away from less
accessible (and back-straining) fixed-shelf storage to deep (24") drawers
on full-extension slides. Deep pot and pan drawers built into kitchen islands
are just one example.

Romancing the barn door with new
KV sliding door hardware
Late last year we entered a sizzling HOT market with a broad collection of
sliding door hardware for interior barn doors in styles ranging from rustic
to contemporary. It’s an extension of our sliding door hardware line and
tracks with home trends toward space-saving and making more out of less.

Two models – the 8600 full extension and 8605 over travel – are available
in sizes from 12" to 28" for use with drawers up to 32" wide. The 3-member
telescopic-action slide has a double wrapped center member for added
strength and capacity, yet it retains the ½" clearance cabinet makers want
(vs. up to ¾" clearance found with most heavy-duty slides).

Our collection includes:
• Stainless steel round rail. Six carrier styles, including options for
glass or wood. Complete kits include the rail, carriers and all mounting
hardware.
• Stainless steel flat rail. One unique carrier style for wood doors. The
complete kit contains the rail, carriers and all mounting hardware.
• Aluminum round track. Eight carrier styles available in complete
kits with all necessary mounting hardware. Tracks in three lengths
sold separately.
• Aluminum flat rail. Four carrier styles available in complete kits with
all necessary mounting hardware. Tracks in three lengths sold separately.
Applications are practically endless with designers using interior barn
doors in lofts and offices; hotel closets and b athrooms; bedrooms with en
suite bathrooms; dividing kitchen from pantry; laundry room; enclosures
for wall-mounted TV.
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